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The Witness 
Blaine Ely – Western Kentucky University 
 
Iridescent skies and blood stained floors, 
glass scattered in shapes of trees 
blowing and bending, 
their strength tested by 
eager hands and deceitful lips. 
I walk careful over their burial ground, 
brilliant colors glowing and suffering 
through the last walk no one wants to take. 
I reach for the picture on the mantle, 
brutal and dark, 
holding the face of the spectator, 
the only witness. 
I stare into her eyes  
and ask her what she saw, 
the one loose end. 
Raging and unbearable, 
I break her, 
shattered flesh and tears, 
trees swaying and cracking, 
limbs falling and sinking into dirt. 
But I saw someone, 
something in the tree still intact, 
staring and laughing, 
begging to suffer. 
Another loose end. 
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Broken sestina  
Sarah Blazevic, Swarthmore College 
 
 (written before Bella begins treatment in the OCD Institute at McLean Psychiatric 
 Hospital for Adults) 
 
Medication baby-proofed it all at first, sealed everyone 
and everything in saran wrap. Then came movies, slipping 
into my orbit, biting and sweet: 
Blair drowns on the 4th of July again, and drowns again, 
and all August my friends sneeze red white and blue.  
There is an infinite amount of hope but it probably isn’t for us.  
 
Watch me unwrap the first cigarettes I ever bought us.  
Watching myself, as in a movie, so no one 
knows I’ve never tapped a brand-new pack of Camel Blues 
against my wrist before, slipping 
the plastic sheath off. The movies I dream instead of sleeping. At the Cape again, 
I am three and the waves tsunamis, white sand sweet, 
 
they crest the eaves of our summer porch and I play, sweet- 
ly brave, at water’s edge. As foundlings I see us 
at fifteen, nursing each other alive. I visit a different hospital again.  
You joke about the windows and doors, every one 
with steel caging like chicken wire, codes you need for slipping 
out of rooms like living in a top-secret lab. Blew 
 
my cover when I said How are you, forgetting the rules of this prelapsarian blue 
moon world: no easy questions there where you barely are; no sweet 
talk either. Bracelets though, like middle school, those colored bracelets telling us 
stories about the kinds of sex everyone had had, bracelets for everything, slipped 
on when you enter. These are different though, you won’t have sex again 
for a while, and the colors are less bright, and no one 
 
cares if you’ve given a blow-job before. Red doesn’t mean someone 
will ask you to the Halloween dance - blue  
is Matt’s mewling when the EMTs carry him from the library, straitjacketed again, 
stripped naked so the doctors couldn’t grab him, sweet 
tooth sated with sugar-coated pills. He will not slip 
out in the night again for a while, he will not try anything again for a while, but trust 
 
the medication, that it will have its ways, that something will fix us.  
You swear, this hospital will be different, this one 
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knows how to tether your slipping 
self, knows how to stitch your blue 
shadow to your soles. You are sweet 
when you’re sedated. You’re a kid again. 
 
In the spring we are riding our bikes in the streets, sweet 
and wet, slipping by below us. None of us believe it  
but still we need to know: that blue moon will rise again. 
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House of Cards 
Melissa Hedges, Stephen F. Austin State University 
 
I’m five months 
away from being twenty-two,  
and I want a different magic trick 
that doesn’t involve playing cards or whipping 
the table cloth from beneath the fine china.  
I want the cloth to tear, the china to chime as it breaks. 
  
I am only twenty-one, and I like to imagine 
my body is a temple, 
that the pill I’ve been on for five years is fighting the good fight 
but it doesn’t stop 
the pain that so acutely washes through my bones, 
through my skin, and reminds me I'm a woman.  
 
For the past two years 
I’ve been on three month monthlies.  
For six, I’ve been afraid of my body. 
 
I wonder how something as sweet sounding 
as “chocolate cysts” 
could force me on my back, 
wondering 
“did she get behind my uterus? To check?”  
 
A probe checks between my legs to see if I’m in love 
or if it’s just the cells from my uterine wall attaching to my lungs 
leaving me 
breathless.  
I wonder out loud if this is what sex is supposed to feel like. 
The technician laughs and says: “No, it’s so much better.”  
  
I wish I knew the difference between 
love and disease. Both involve swelling, constriction, being trapped 
in a room you didn’t expect yourself to be in  
with a bunch of white coats pushing an IV into your hand, telling you to “relax.” 
 
In recovery, I pick at the stitches on my nightgown  
and imagine that the doctors patched my uterus with the Queen of Hearts. 
My body is a compost pile of ruined 
playing cards that I don’t know how to rebuild. 
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Culpable Spontaneous Expulsion  
Regina McMenamin Lloyd, Rowan University 
 
Violet stewed again in a tub of her own regret. The faucet dripped loud drumbeats of water into 
the gray water of the white tub.  Violet knew. She suffered the familiar sadness. The dull and 
sharp pains were like a crescendo of orgasmic confusion. Love, lust, hate, death, sickness; all 
sometimes share the same instruments and quarter notes. As the water clouded pink, Violet 
watched as big red blood clots formed into the shape of a fish. The congealed blood clot swam 
away from her. It must have been a baby, she thought. Just another quarter- sized clot of 
something organic that wouldn’t grow in her. The clots danced around the tub finding each other, 
like the way an eggshell will cling to its bits long after you crack it and beat the yoke. 
This latest bit of nothing was made, like all of the recent bits, from the quick mechanical 
lovemaking Jack and she had been practicing. He came at her like a piece of rubbery fish 
flopping in the monger’s hand and she would let him. She liked to think of other things these 
days, as he pounded at flesh. She would think sometimes of her own childhood bedroom, 
imagining what it would be like to find the same animal covered lampshade. She would pay bills 
in her mind. Violet would not think of him, she would close her eyes and not smell him. She 
would not let her breasts feel the stubble of his shaved chest. She would not let herself enjoy his 
manicured fingers. She would replay the news; she would mentally make a list of things to do 
when they were done. When they were done she would lay in her bed thinking always I’m on the 
wet spot. Jack would pop up immediately and shower. He couldn’t get her off of him fast 
enough. She would roll over and begin stripping the bed. 

She was tart, like a lemon, so black and acidic nothing could grow in her. She was a desert, a 
wasteland: barren. She imagined her womb like sandpaper, razor sharp cervix, like a plastic bag 
too weak to hold a gallon of milk. A cancerous black dried out womb filled with jelled up 
Sambucca.  

What had she done? Was it too many hot baths? Not enough fish? Was it too much red meat? 
Not enough red meat? Had she exercised too little, danced too hard? Was it that one glass of 
wine before she knew? Were the prenatal vitamins not enough, had she missed one day? Was it 
because she and Jack had made love last week? Or was it because she had some unknown sick or 
hidden STD dwelling inside of her from too many, long ago one night stands? That one guy, 
what was his name? Joe, Jim something, he had a dried crusty patch of something, had it been 
something that might have soiled her womb?  It had to be Omega Acids, it was always Omega 
Acids. Maybe it was that little slip on the wet bathroom floor, she was always telling Jack to 
towel up the floor after he showered. 
She stuck her belly out as a little girl and imagined she would be pregnant some day. Someday, 
like a rainbow in a musical of inevitability, where princes come and people push babies in fancy 
prams. Violet had stared at female reproductive organs in the Encyclopedia Britannica with her 
sister and imagined herself, without her skin, in layers of sheer velum paper. Producing a baby 
seemed as easy as watching her turn the page. Velum paper, as thin as onion peel could hold the 
baby Britannica. Violet-- the brute, strong as an ox, once captain of the girl’s field hockey team, 
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couldn’t hold a baby. 
Growing up, she felt sorry for women who couldn’t conceive a child. She always believed she 
would produce beautiful blonde haired children. She always imagined herself pregnant, toting 
two or three towheaded children wearing coordinating Lands End cable knit sweaters on the 
beach. Jack was a pop out paper doll in her image of a perfect family. Jack fit into her picture 
with his blonde curly hair, and great bone structure; he even wore a cable knit sweater on their 
first date.  Violet never bothered to make sure she loved him; she just let him fill the space in her 
picture frames.  

Now, she watched blobs of red and black circle around in the tub. She wouldn’t go to the doctor 
this time. It was all inconsequential, enough. They endured all of the genetic counseling. No 
reason, try again in 3-6 months, give your body time to heal, grieve this loss. No, she wouldn’t 
sit through it all again. 

Jack. She wouldn’t tell him, couldn’t tell him. He held her as she cried salty tears, too many 
times. He had looked pathetically sad. Jack needed to grieve. He’d wear blubbery mucus and 
pathetic tears on his face with eyes that said “I love you no matter what”. She hated that look. 
She hated it more than she hated the way he ate broccoli quickly with his front teeth; like he 
didn’t want her to see, he didn’t like it. She hated it more than the way he clicked his tongue 
when she wore something revealing. She hated it more than the way he turned his head on a slant 
and said she looked fine when she needed to hear, “you look good.” She hated it more than the 
look of frustration in his eyes when he tried to bring her pleasure and couldn’t. She hated him 
because he possessed all of these looks. She hated him because he could never just pick a place 
to go to for dinner. She hated him because he wouldn’t admit he was mad at her with her acidic 
womb. Jack would have written her love letters and painted her toenails again, if she wouldn’t 
have locked him out. She hardened her spirit and it had calloused and crusted into a leathery 
Kevlar clamp. She wore her clamp like she once worn her heart, on her sleeve, and it became 
both her protection and her prison. She knew he was a good man and her hate was her fault. She 
knew she was caustic. 
She sat in the tub, unwilling to drain the gloppy bits of jelly that could have been a baby. Don’t 
come near me, she silently told the big bits of something organic that would never be a baby. 
Violet watched as the blobby fish shape shifted into a bird, bloodied and bruised and flying 
toward her. She knew this bird; it would fly into the glass of the window, time and time again. 
She pushed the water away- careful not to touch the congealed bird. The water rippled the 
feathery red wisps off the bird and it became a figure, a baby, crawling and clawing its way to 
the drain.  

Maybe Jack would come in. He would see her. He would comfort her and she wouldn’t need to 
tell him. He would pull her up from the rusted water. He would pull the big white fluffy towel 
off the chrome bar. Jack would deal with the tub. Letting the red, blubbered, bits, of never-a-
baby drain down the tub leaving a meaty fishy smell of something dead behind. He would get out 
the Lysol and light a candle. The dead smell would disappear; there wouldn’t be a rusty 
cranberry stain. Violet could get back in the shower, she could scrub, shave and luffah. There 
would be no more fishy smell, no more raw steak and meaty bits of cotton candy pouring from 
her thighs. She would have cleaned every trace of the organic never-going-to-be-baby up. 

Jack would have that look. That look would smell like rusty fish and meaty pig’s blood. She 
would see it, there like rotten germy botulism or salmonella on his face. She would hate him 
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more for that look of shock, pity and disgust. He would pull out the big, yellow, rubber gloves 
and she would hate him even more. Because he made that bloodied blob of feathery red yoke but 
couldn’t get his hands dirty with it. He kept planting seeds in her black acidic lemon vodka 
womb, but he never got his hands dirty. She sat so many times with thighs quivering, shaky 
knees, and diuretic womb. 
Jack never had to feel it alive and dead. He never was obligated to feel something flutter like 
confetti being thrown in his stomach. He never experienced unexplainable guilty tears when it 
just stopped fluttering without rhyme or reason. Never, would he feel how special it felt to have 
life like glitter in your gut or how truly hopeless it felt to watch it drain from you in big globs of 
crimson guilt. Jack never had to sit knowing he was at the very core a person squalid, 
dilapidated, barren, and toxic. He wouldn’t look down and see Chernobyl between his thighs. If 
she could unzip her skin, oozing melted black licorice, paint thinner, Chinese throwing stars and 
rusty nails would probably spill out. 
She should call Jack in and let him take care of her. Instead, she sat in her tub, quiet, legs like 
frogs, in a tub that was quickly becoming crimson. Sometimes there is just no one to blame.  She 
pulled her knees to her chest, laid her chin on her knees. It would be easier, you know, to have 
someone to blame, She thought. The tears dripped silently from her eyes, trailing to her knee and 
down her leg, and dried somewhere along the way. 
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Speech Therapy 
Rachel Sudbeck, Western Kentucky University 

 
 

They make you recite things 
Like Sally Sells Something, 
Only 
Thally Thells Thomething 
And try to explain the mechanics of sound. 
Th tongues go between teeth 
S tongues just barely pass behind them. 
Just let a little hiss of breath escape 
don't dwell on it 
The letter lasts for less than a second 
don’t dwell on it. 
Pretend you're a snake 
Pretend you're a balloon 
Pretend you're just a puff of air 
dissipating into the clouds of steam 
escaping from deep-set volcanoes 
beneath swirling seas 
where swordfish swim in silvery circles 
and the soft-set sulfur snakes off 
in smoky streams. 
Look at this diagram 
Read from this story 
These are the exact mathematics 
And processes 
Behind the letter S. 
But for God's sake don't dwell on it 
Don't let your mouth get twisted into knots 
All over one letter. 
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How to Lower Your Own Gun 
Morgan Dunlap, Stephen F. Austin University 
 
Before you learn this lesson, you have to give your heart to someone who will break it. 
Love them more than all the words in every book, more than the grains of sand, more 
than the leaves that fall. Show them every scar that you cut into your thighs and formed 
into words like whore and slut and help. Let them kiss you as they make love to you like 
staccato sixteenth notes after they have talked you from the ledge. Your back is pressed 
against their chest now that you have taught them how to catch you and hold you. Place 
your heart into the cradle of their palms and watch them as they part it like a torn stitch at 
the bottom of a purse causing all of its contents to scatter on the floor. There, on your 
knees, try to puzzle everything back together – some letters, a few pictures, a music box, 
some fatherly beatings, the Bible, a mason jar full of spare change, a rape, your cat – a 
gun sticks out like John 3:16. It’s all there waiting for you to decide until, finally, finally, 
you can stand up and walk away. 
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Chrysalis  
Sarah Curran, Rowan University 
 

I initially didn't believe that the bugs were coming to life because Todd told me first. He 
was sitting in his usual spot on the threadbare couch, watching Excalibur, which told me 
that it was three in the afternoon. I didn't need to look at a clock to see the time. My 
brother-in-law's afternoon rituals were almost as legendary as the Arthurian epic which 
served as his current obsession.  
It was when the Lady of the Lake gave Arthur his sword that Todd turned to me and said, 
"They fly around at night, you know. I hear their wings." 
"What are you talking about, Todd?" My back was killing me, and so were my feet: 
pregnancy wasn't really my strong suit, though I doubt most women feel like it is. Taking 
the laundry out in my new physical condition was already tough enough without listening 
to Todd's ramblings.  
He took a swig of beer and nodded knowingly. "It's  always between twelve and three—
the witching hour," he added, almost proudly.  
The bugs were everywhere. Butterflies, some as big as my hand, had been pinned 
carefully to sturdy pieces of cardboard, along with praying mantises that Charlie had 
stored in the fridge and then dissected before piercing their wings with some tacks. 
Centipedes and millipedes were frozen in mid-trundle along the bookshelf in our living 
room. Fireflies had been glued to sticks and leaves elaborately designed to look like our 
backyard. What had started as a simple hobby had turned into a nightmare.  
And now, Todd's drunken spiels were only making things worse. "The bugs can't come to 
life," I said. "They're dead. Some of them are missing their guts, for Christ's sake." 
But he only shook his head before turning back to the T.V, the empty beer bottle soon 
joining its brethren on the end table.  
Lugging the basket full of clothes upstairs, I found Charlie giving a tour of his collection 
to some kids from the neighborhood. He picked up a diorama of two mantises boxing 
each other. "I found these two duking it out on our front lawn," he told the kids, smiling 
at their wide eyes and silent expressions. "Took me forever to collect them." 
"Can you tell the children how you got into collecting insects?" their mother asked. She 
was seemingly repulsed by Charlie's collection, but summer was here, and the kids were 
no doubt rowdy and aching to go out and enjoy their few months off. Their mother 
probably figured showing them Charlie's bugs would be both educational and give the 
children a chance to stretch their legs and exert some pent-up energy. 

Plus, the bug tour was a decent source of income. Charlie's obsession was quite Arthurian 
itself. People wanted to come over, not necessarily to see the bugs, but to see how crazy 
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Bug-Man LeBlanc supposedly was.  
Seeing the kids and their wondrous reaction to the insects made it worth it, though, at 
least for a little bit. The girl's brown hair was in plaits with little red ribbons on the ends, 
while the boys had scuffed shoes and shirts with faded logos on them. They stared at the 
bugs as though they were looking at perfectly preserved dinosaur fossils. We didn't know 
what we were having, wanting to keep it a surprise, but seeing the children made it feel 
more real. I imagined braiding my daughter's hair, or buying new shoes for my son even 
though he liked the old worn-out ones better.  

And, of course, the bugs would be a part of his or her life regardless. Instead of moons 
and planets and rockets on the mobile, it would be butterflies and bumblebees and 
ladybugs. The nursery walls were already a gender-neutral grasshopper-green. The 
stuffed animals were actually flowers, leaves and other things that bugs like the eat. Our 
baby wouldn't be born for another three months, and already it was going to be obsessed 
with everything that crept and crawled.  

I couldn't bother to listen to Charlie's response because I had heard it all before. How his 
grandfather had gotten him introduced to catching bugs in the swamp near their house, 
the same swamp where Charlie and Todd's mother eventually drowned herself. 
Afterwards, Charlie's zeal for bug-catching seemed to have taken a life of its own, no pun 
intended. I remember when we went on our first date, not to the movies or some fancy 
dinner, but to the Natural History Museum because they had a new exhibit on the scarabs 
of ancient Egypt. Charlie had been captivated by the bugs' shiny blue-black backs, and I 
had been impressed that I had actually met a man who didn't try to get up my skirt on our 
first romantic night out.  
 I don't know why I stuck with him after that. I guess you can say he ensnared me in his 
web, though Charlie is way too docile to be compared to a spider of any kind. I guess you 
can really say that the baby became the spider, trapping us in a marriage that I'm not sure 
either of us wanted. Though somebody as red-necky as Todd would refer to it as a 
"shotgun wedding." 

As I hung up the clothes onto the line and pinned them on firmly, I caught sight of a luna 
moth sitting on the pile of shirts and shorts still thrown together into the cracked laundry 
basket. I don't know much about bugs, but I know that moths are nocturnal, especially the 
ones with the fuzzy white bodies and translucent green wings. I reached down to pick up 
Todd's work shirt from under the moth. Instead of flying away like I had hoped, it simply 
repositioned itself on my nightgown. Its feathery antennae moved slightly in the early-
summer breeze. Its eyes were wide and black and unseeing.  
A crash inside the house pulled my attention away from the bug. Forgetting it and the 
clothes, I made my way back inside as quickly as my swollen stomach would allow. The 
girl in the groupd had knocked over Charlie's centipede display and was shrieking in fear: 
"It crawled on me! I felt its pincers!" 
"That's impossible," Charlie said, cradling the bug's bright orange body in his palm. "It's 
dead. My brother killed it himself." 
"Sure did," Todd said from the kitchen. He had made the rare trip upstairs for another 
case of beer. "Smashed that motherfucker underneath my heel. Splat!"  
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"It took me ages to reconstruct it," Charlie said. There was a hint of pride in his voice, 
and I couldn't help but be impressed at his skills of resurrecting smashed insects.  

But the girl remained unconvinced. "It was alive," she said, her voice sterner now. "It was 
crawling all over me, but stopped moving when everybody started to look." Then she 
turned to me with eyes too serious for somebody her age. "Is it true? Are the bugs alive?" 
I shrugged helplessly. "They can't be," I said. But I was really trying to convince myself 
rather than her. "I mean, some of them are missing their guts and stuff." 
The kids' mother looked slightly sickened. "I think that's enough excitement for one day, 
children," she said, gathering them into a group like a hen encircling her wings around 
her chicks. "We need to get back to the house so I can start dinner." Never mind that it 
was only three-o'clock. 
As the kids began to move out of the house, the same girl looked back at me with those 
too-serious eyes. "I think you're wrong," she told me. "The bugs come to life. It's magic." 
"I don't think magic exists," I said.  

"Don't worry. You'll figure it out sooner or later." And then she disappeared with the 
others.  

My mind continued to stray to that strange moment in the afternoon. Even as I took the 
laundry back down, made dinner, did the dishes and vacuumed Todd's basement-
bedroom, I continued to think back to the girl's claim that the centipede had come to life. 
It was one thing if Todd was the only one who believed that. But a random kid making 
the same argument? It had occurred around three in the afternoon. Maybe Todd's beloved 
witching hour could happen at any time, as long as it was between twelve and three.   

I couldn't sleep that night, mostly because the baby kept moving around but also because 
my mind was still preoccupied with that bizarre incident. Without rousing Charlie, I 
slipped out of bed and wandered into the living room. I told myself I was heading 
towards the kitchen to get a midnight snack, but I really ended up smack-dab in the 
middle of Charlie's impromptu bug museum. I looked at the silent, unmoving insects, 
striving to see them through the eyes of Todd and that young girl. All I saw were empty 
husks, creatures that were once living and were now no longer part of the air-breathing 
club.  

Bugs. Charlie's bugs, inspired by a childhood hobby and the childhood horror of 
watching first-hand the police and firemen fish his mother's mottled body out of the 
murky Pennsylvania waters behind their home. While Todd turned to crime and jail to 
deal with the trauma, Charlie sought comfort in wings and antennae and pincers and 
poison. As my eyes ran over the immobile insects, the old grandfather clock in the dining 
room began to sing the song of new midnight. The baby started to dance all over again, 
and the bugs began to move.  
At first, I thought it was just my tired eyes and aching head playing tricks on me. But the 
bugs were really moving. The butterflies and mantises were struggling to free themselves 
from the tacks, and the vicious centipedes were fighting the docile millipedes. The 
fireflies glowed as bright as a lighthouse as they started to bump and drift against the 
glass cage, no doubt wanting to be free and explore the summery air. I actually rubbed 
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my eyes like the characters do in those old black-and-white cartoons when something 
unbelievable is happening. Yet when I refocused on the scene in front of me, the bugs 
were still alive.  
I thought about telling Charlie or Todd, but my feet remained rooted to the floor. The 
insects didn't do anything. They didn't fly to me or whisper my future in my ears: this 
wasn't a fairy tale. This was real life, and in real life, dead bugs had momentarily come 
back to life. The luna moth from before, the only creature I had seen alive, flew in 
through the open window and alighted itself on my shoulder. Its wings moved slightly, so 
pretty-green and transparent.  
"Shouldn't you be trying to get to the moon?" I asked. I felt like I was talking to an old 
friend, as strange as that sounds.  
As though it could understand me, the moth flew away, bumped against the ceiling a 
couple times before finding its way back outside. After it left, I sat down in the armchair 
and watched as the rest continued to fly and beat their wings and brandish their pincers at 
each other like they were photographs from National Geographic. It was around one-
o'clock when the bugs finally quieted down and settled into their strange death-stances. I 
guess Todd was wrong on that one: the witching hour only lasts sixty minutes, at least for 
insects.  

It was some time after that when I finally made my way back to bed. My heart was 
beating wildly, and the baby was kicking me harder because of it. Charlie was still 
snoring away, the butterfly net magazine still splayed across his chest. I picked it up and 
placed it on the end table before shaking him on the shoulder.  

"Charlie, wake up," I whispered. "Wake up! Something amazing happened." 
He woke up with a start and cracked open one eye. "What is it? Are you going into 
labor?" 
"No, it was the bugs. Your bugs. They came to life, Charlie! I saw it!" 

He merely stared at me as though I had said something mundane like stating the dinner 
options for next evening's meal. Then he smiled this toothy smile I had never noticed 
before and said, "Of course they're alive, Tiff. They've been doing that for months." 
"How come you never told me?" I asked. I felt like this was something that husbands and 
wives should know about each other.  
Charlie shrugged. "I dunno," he replied. "I guess I was afraid you wouldn't believe me or 
something."  
"Of course I wouldn't have believed you. Some of those things are missing their insides." 
I scratched my stomach and added, "There must be a reasonable explanation for this." 
Charlie was more awake now. Sitting up next to me, he said, "Sometimes, Tiffany, there 
is no explanation. You either accept it or you don't."  
I figured this was the best explanation that I was going to get. Whether it was magic, 
divine intervention or just something more bizarre at play, I realized I would never figure 
out how the bugs had come to life. I couldn't fall back asleep, though: it's a pretty hard 
thing to accomplish after witnessing dead bugs briefly resurrected.  
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Turning back to Charlie, I asked, "Do you want to sit on the porch or something? It's a 
beautiful night." 

His eyes were wide and his smile excited. "I just got a new net and everything. The 
fireflies are really going crazy this time of the year..." 

He started to reach under the bed for said net, but I took him by the hand. "No," I said. 
"Let's just enjoy the fireflies. No catching, no dissecting, no displays. Just you and me 
and nature." I nodded at my expanded stomach. "And caterpillar here, too. Just a family."  
For a moment, Charlie looked confused, like he couldn't understand the concept of 
looking at bugs without imprisoning them. Then he nodded and followed me past the 
silent insects and onto our front porch. The night was alive with all sorts of noises, animal 
and mechanical, and it was somewhat hard to tell what were stars and what were lit-up 
bugs. Charlie sat down on the front step and I joined him. We just sat like that together, 
enjoying the silence.  
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Patchwork  
Rachel Sudbeck, Western Kentucky University 
 
My house is full of quilts. Go into any room and you'll find them- draped across the back 
of a chair, bunched at the end of a bed, pinned to the walls of our den next to family 
portraits and a needlepoint map of the U.S.  

I can go into that den and pull one off the haphazard pile at the end of the couch. A 
Halloween quilt with purple and black fabric, a Christmas quilt featuring the Grinch- his 
smirking face peppered into neatly stitched squares, alongside other prints that feature 
such adages as “Ho-ho-ho” and “Happy Holidays!” printed in friendly green swirls. 
There are other quilts of course, featuring the more standard constructions- flying geese 
and north star and so forth, all lovingly rendered in pale creams and browns; the nostalgic 
sepia tones of my mother's childhood. But they end up in other parts of the house; the 
friendlier, more “modern” quilts tend to gravitate into the family room. 

I always dig for a particular quilt; a happy image of a big-eyed frog on geometric lily 
pads, and above him tightly stitched dragon flies. Their wings are flaps of fabric sewn in 
such a way that they flutter off of the quilt's surface. This quilt is the plushest and the 
largest, the best for wrapping myself up in and feeling the dragonfly wings rustle across 
the surface of my skin. If I bury myself underneath it I can see the ceiling lamp through 
the fabric, burnishing the green hues a dim orange, creating constellations out of the 
miniscule holes made by the pounding of my mother's sewing machine. 
If I listen to the silence of the house, I can hear that sewing machine downstairs, fervently 
chugging away at a new blanket- unneeded, but when mom clears a space on the floor so 
that she can lay it out for everyone to admire, I will still think that there is a sort of magic 
to it. It will hold a place of honor on mom's chair for a few weeks, until she starts 
another; relegating this one to find a space in some empty corner of the house. 

Quilting is my mother's passion, her obsession, her compulsion. She calls it her “stress 
relief,” and indeed her output increases during times of turmoil- the move to Nebraska, 
my sisters leaving for college, and the general everyday stresses of life are all marked by 
the number of quilts churned out of the basement, all of them harkening back to simpler 
times. Christmases and childhoods reduced to geometric shapes, easily pinned and 
stitched. 

There's a sort of manic quality to it- to the hum of the sewing machine murmuring 
through our house. Sit on the stairs leading to the basement and that hum is accentuated 
by mom's record player- a Christmas gift to herself- which churns out crackling tunes 
from Mott the Hoople and Jethro Tull, the needle tracing out the contours of the record, 
the moaning voices of the singers rising and falling above the steady thud of the needle 
puncturing fabric.  

This is preferable to when the needle stops, and I can sit on the stairs and listen to her sob 
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while the Who or the Beatles provide a scratchy backdrop. At these times I wish that I 
could go down to her and wrap us both up into any one of the quilts, huddle us together 
under the fabric the way she used to do for me when I cried, make a patchwork cocoon. 
Instead I merely wait for the machine to whir back to life, for her to resume work on 
some new cowboy printed piece of fabric. 
There are two quilts that my mother is proudest of- two that never got relegated to the 
end of the couch. These are the two that are hung on the wall, although the central design 
of one of them also graces my mother's custom credit card. With most quilts I only see 
the end product, but my family was treated to in-progress shots of these two. My mother 
would bring one up, shake it out so we could all see what she'd done so far, and beam at 
us. I don't know if any of us quite understood the significance of them (we had, perhaps, 
grown desensitized to the art of quilting.) But even so, looking at the unfinished quilts, 
their blocks trailing off of each other like pixels, we would all nod and bug our eyes out 
and generally congratulate her. There was nothing else for it, really. 

When they were done she laid them out side-by-side in the living room. They were clear 
companions- had the same color scheme, a sort of deep midnight blue offset by pale 
oranges and the occasional flash of a dim green. One- the one I liked better- she nudged 
with her foot and said, “Obviously this one isn't the main attraction, but I wanted to do 
two quilts, so I put together this sort of simpler one as well.” It was like a large harvest 
moon to my eyes. The center was a pale orange circle made of four pie slices, each a 
subtly different shade or pattern. The background of each slice was a different array of 
blues radiating outward from its center.  

The other one she crouched down to smooth with her hands. It was...I didn't understand 
it. It was a geometric quilt, but made of thin orange shapes that made me think of apple 
slices, all arranged in a circle, their ends meeting in the center of the quilt and radiating 
outwards, thin green triangles and circles interspersed between them, everything stark 
against the deep blue background. The meeting point in the middle is what I supposed 
must have made it so difficult, but I couldn't see such a difference between this quilt and 
any other quilt my mom had stuffed into our house. 
Even so, she had us hang them up, moving aside pictures of our family- me and my 
siblings, my mother as a baby, my parents getting married, and some old sepia prints of 
more distant ancestors. These we spaced in a tighter clump along one side of a wall, and 
the moon quilt was hung alongside them. The apple-slice quilt got its own wall, set 
beside the door. Finding that pushpins weren't holding them in place, we instead used 
some of mom's sewing pins, which are longer and drove the fabric deeper into the 
drywall. We all stood in the middle of the den to appraise them. 

Mom produced some magnifying glasses from various points in the house and handed 
them to us, encouraging us to examine the stitching more closely; the quilting that softly 
swirled along the inside of each block. I looked at it alongside my shoving siblings and 
soon grew bored, instead turning the magnifying glass to engorge other things; the crack 
in the wall, the sepia prints, my mother's face. I followed the lines of her, the 
constellations and patterns etched into her skin, threaded into the corner of her eyes and 
the edges of her mouth. I followed their arrows to her hands, the radiating contours of her 
swollen knuckles gently fingering the fabric. 
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